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Abstract
The work presents a design of 3*3 MIMO (Multiple Input
Multiple Output) wireless dual-band antenna which
supports two frequency ranges i.e. 2.4 GHz - 2.5 GHz and
5.725 GHz - 5.85 GHz for WLAN/ WiMAX applications.
The method of construction thereof allow transmission
and reception of electromagnetic signals with high gain,
high isolation ( ≥ 20 dB) and low VSWR (< 2). In this
design, the antenna elements are etched on a compact
low-cost FR4 (εr =4.4, tan δ = 0.02) PCB board. The
design is based on combination of dumbbell-shaped
asymmetric DGS (Defected Ground structure) and Lshaped monopole antenna.

Based upon the foregoing, it is a main objective of the
present work to provide a stable alternative method for
field cancellation between a pair of closely-packed
antenna elements within a very small form factor. So a
dumbbell-shaped asymmetric DGS is introduced to
provide a cost-effective MIMO construction which
suppresses harmonics, cross polarization and increases
gain, isolation with low VSWR of the antenna over two
frequency bands: (2.4 GHz - 2.5 GHz) and (5.725 GHz 5.85 GHz), with minimum aberration or distortion and
maximum efficiency. The design and simulation of the
proposed dual band 3*3 MIMO for WLAN/WiMAX
applications have been carried out using 3D full-wave EM
simulator HFSS [8].

1. Introduction
MIMO systems have attracted significant attention as they
have the potential to achieve significant increase in
wireless channel capacity without the need for additional
transmit power or spectrum. One important requirement
for MIMO antenna systems is the requirement for good
isolation between antenna elements. In addition, for
WLAN/WiMAX applications in portable devices very
small form factors are an important requirement and
therefore good isolation between antennas with closely
packed antenna elements is necessary.
There are various methods that can be utilized to improve
antenna isolation. For example mushroom-like EBG
structures can suppress the surface wave between antenna
elements [1]. However, a number of mushroom-like
structures are needed to be put under the antenna elements
and this occupies a large area. A compact integrated
diversity antenna with two feed ports has been proposed
as well [2]. Since they are based on patch antennas, the
size may not be suitable in very small form factors. Then
slot-cutting on the antenna elements to improve isolation
is introduced [3], but there is no general solution to
provide isolation. Recently, there has been an increasing
interest in the use of DGSs for performance enhancement
of microstrip antennas [4-7]. These structures are realized
by etching off a simple shape defect from the ground
plane of the microstrip patch antenna. The shape may
vary from a simple geometry to a complicated geometry.

Figure 1a. Configuration for 2.4 GHz antenna.

2. Design Methodology
The purpose of this work is to develop design to enhance
the isolation and VSWR between two closely packed
antennas operating at two different frequency bands: (2.4
GHz - 2.5 GHz) and (5.725 GHz - 5.85 GHz). The idea is
to use field cancellation to enhance isolation by putting a
coupling element which artificially creates an additional
coupling patch between the L-shaped monopole antenna
elements.

Figure 2b. Configuration for 5.8 GHz antenna.

plot for total gain of antenna which is 7.23 dBi for 2.4
GHz and 4.22 dBi for 5.8 GHz respectively.

Figure 3c. Dumbbell - shaped asymmetric DGS
introduced to improve isolation.
So a dumbbell-shaped asymmetric DGS is introduced to
dual band 3*3 MIMO, to provide a band-stop effect by
suppressing the ground current flowing between antenna
elements. When this DGS is applied to the ground plane
of the L-monopole antennas, it increases the series
inductance to the microstrip line [6]. This effective series
inductance introduces the cutoff characteristic at a certain
frequency. There are attenuation poles on the etched
dumbbell-shaped asymmetric DGS. These attenuation
poles can be explained by parallel capacitance with the
series inductance. This capacitance depends on the etched
gap below the conductor line.
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Figure 3. 3D Polar plot for antenna gain :(a) 2.4 GHz,
and (b) 5.8 GHz.
Fig. 4 shows the VSWR characteristics for both the
frequency band which is < 2 throughout the range.
Similarly Fig. 5 shows the isolation and reflection
characteristics of antenna for both the bands. It can be
clearly seen that for both the frequency bands isolation is
≥ 20dB.

The designs of dual band 3*3 MIMO using dumbbellshaped asymmetric DGS configuration to improve
isolation and VSWR are shown in Fig. 1a for 2.4 GHz and
Fig.1b for 5.8 GHz respectively. The design in Fig. 1c
shows a pair of closely-packed antenna elements with
dumbbell-shaped asymmetric DGS within a very small
form factor. The L-monopole antenna elements are etched
on a compact low-cost FR4 (εr =4.4, tan δ=0.02) PCB
board.
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Figure 2. Radiation pattern for : (a) 2.4 GHz, and
(b) 5.8 GHz.
(b)

3. Results and Discussions
The design and simulation of the proposed dumbbellshaped asymmetric DGS- based dual band 3*3 MIMO has
been carried out using 3D full-wave EM simulator HFSS
[8]. Fig. 2 is showing the radiation pattern of the antenna
for both the frequency bands. Fig. 3 is showing 3D polar

Figure 4. VSWR characteristics for :(a) 2.4 GHz, and
(b) 5.8 GHz.
The dielectric constants, loss tangents, and thicknesses of
the various materials to be used in the configuration
construction of the asymmetric DGS-based dual band 3*3

MIMO antenna are designed to provide excellent
transmission and reception efficiency over the frequency
ranges desired. It produces an optimized performance
design for applications based on WLAN/ WiMAX range.

is based on combination of dumbbell-shaped asymmetric
DGS and L-shaped monopole antenna. The design is costeffective and highly efficient which is a boon for wireless
coverage.
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